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THE BLACKBIRD
As sung to me by Emma Vickers of Burscough, who as a
child often travelled on her grandfather’s horse-drawn working boat, carrying coal along the canal, from Leigh to Tanhouse in Liverpool. Once there, he would load with cotton
from the docks to transport and unload at various factories
on the way to Leeds. It was on such a trip as this that Emma
learned The Blackbird from the singing of her grandfather, as
he steered his boat along the cut.
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OWD BETTY BARLOW
This jolly tune seems partly out of keeping with certain verses of the song that tell of the cruelty which took place in the
cotton factories. The words tell of the millworkers who were
frightened of the overlooked (dressed in his long coat and
tall hat) and the spinner, who was quite happy provided that
the piecers and little piecers were doing their job properly;
but if the piecers didn’t keep up the ends for the spinner, he
was likely to strike them in his anger. The song was collected
by Gary Aspey from Mr Simpson of Atherton, Manchester.
He had learned it from his grandmother, who, as a girl of less
than 17 years of age, used to sing this while doffing at a mill
in the late 1880s.
LADYBIRD
Written and composed by Ted Edwards, who simply took
the children’s nursery rhyme ‘Ladybird, ladybird, fly away
home, your house is on fire and your children are gone’, and
related it to the feelings of a young boy faced with the problems of unemployment in his family, and the effect it had
on his life. Supposedly, if a ladybird flies on to the hand and
remains there while the rhyme is recited, a wish is granted to
the person concerned.

THE MAYPOLE INN
A music hall song which I learned as a child, from the singing
of my mother. Simply a good piece of philosophy.
THE PIT BROW LASSIES
Written by Jimmy Jones of Tyldesley. Prior to working at the
pit-head where they screened the coal, picking out the coal
from the dirt, the pit brow lassies had worked underground
with the men. The bosses had supposedly given them lighter
work to do in screening the coal, but as old pictures illustrate, the large size of the coal pieces which they had to lift
would nowadays make it heavy work - and all for the daily
sum of two shillings and five pence, for which they suffered
long hours.
MY JOHNNY WAS A SHOEMAKER
A traditional song from Kidson’s A Garland of English Folk
Song (London 1926). It probably began life in 18th-century
Ireland, has turned up as a foc’sle song in English sailing
ships, as a comic minstrel song in the USA, and its tune has
served for a Welsh Methodist hymn.
COAL BLACK FACES
The sight of men with coal-black faces, white staring eyes,
and red lips licked clean of the coal dust is memorable
enough for many people who have lived in a coal-mining
area. Before the introduction of pit-head baths (in the case
of Bickershaw Colliery at Plank Lane in Leigh, one of the
last pits in Lancashire to have them installed, as late as the
early ‘50s), the colliers would make their way home at the
end of a shift, in order to wash away the coal dust. In earlier
days, when bathroom facilities were not available at home,
the men would wash sitting in a tin bath on the rug in front
of the living-room fire. Some old miners wouldn’t allow their
back to be scrubbed, as they believed this would take away
its strength. In this song the blackness of the men’s faces
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relates to the working conditions and the health hazards
always present in coal mining.
THE HIGHWAYMAN
A poem written by Alfred Noyes and set to music by the late
Phil Ochs. The vividness of Noyes’ lines can’t help but conjure up in the mind a picture of the events taking place, while
singing or listening to the song.
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SHULE AGRA
A collation of A P Graves’s and Kidson’s versions of the song,
as found in The Seeds of Love (Essex Music, 1967), where it is
titled Johnny Has Gone.
AGGIE BELL
The last-waltz queen for all the losers. The song, self-explanatory, was written by Graham Cooper.
THE SPRIG OF THYME
The most unlikely place one would expect to find a symbolic
song such as this is in a book called Songs For Girl Guides, but
that is where I found it. This version was collected by H E D
Hammond, in conjunction with Cecil Sharp. Thyme is said
to represent virginity, and rue is supposed to stand for regret,
which leaves little to the imagination in arriving at the sense
of the song.
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